Phil Murphy: A Governor Who Has What It
Takes to Make New Jersey #1 Again.
He has the focus, integrity, experience and the confidence that can only come from authentic
humbleness; the true mark of all great leadership.
NEWARK, NJ, USA, May 29, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- With Phil Murphy as governor, we know
what we are getting: an accomplished leader who rises to the
top with whatever job he chooses to undertake.
Great leadership is wise
leadership and Phil truly
measures up to wisdom.”
Sajid Khan, Phil actualizes
the meaning of public service.

He fills the bill for the right priorities that New Jersey needs.
Public service is a way of life for him. He has the passion and
the drive not only to serve but to succeed.
In these tough times when the central leadership is bent on
helping just the 1%, we need Phil who will stand up for the

rest of us.
He is the only leader from the current field who has the faculty to overcome the enormous challenges
that our state of New Jersey faces in these tough times.
Phil Murphy Passes the Leadership Rating Test with Flying Colors.
Yesterday I was at the Phil Murphy Town Hall event in Lyndhurst. I have a US patent for measuring
emotions, individuals, groups and countries. I have also come up with a Leadership Rating Test. Like
other experts, I do not judge the personality of leaders as a single unit. I measure the brain and mind
generated characters separately. I found Phil's brain and mind personalities to be both excellent. I
found him to be cool, calm, humble and totally focused on issues which he articulated with charisma.
Phil is a charismatic leader who speaks from his brain/heart. He is not a typical politician who speaks
what his audience wants to hear.
Phil is a proactive leader who has a clear grasp of the issues. He is a hands-on problem solver.
Phil Murphy Passes the Leadership Rating Test with Flying Colors. Christie Fails the Test.
Today I was at the Phil Murphy Town Hall event in Teaneck. I have a US patent for measuring
emotions, individuals, groups and countries. I have also come up with a Leadership Rating Test. Like
other experts, I do not judge the personality of leaders as a single unit. I judge the brain and mind
generated characters separately. I found Phil's brain and mind personalities to be both excellent. I
found him to be cool, calm, humble and totally focused on issues which he articulated with charisma. I
think his idea of a public bank for New Jersey will be a good idea for even Hillary to take up.
In contrast, I have observed Governor Christie has a good enough mind but his brain is similar to
Donald Trump's. From time to time the governor's brain takes over his mind; which means he loses

control of his mental faculties. For leadership, a sane brain is essential, more so than the mind. If the
leader's mind is not up to par, he has expert advisers to guide him, but if his brain is defective, then he
will be incapable of taking emotionally healthy decisions. Christie even when giving speeches
becomes emotionally hyper; a clear sign that his brain is emotionally challenged. 
IT IS ABOUT TIME NEW JERSEY HAS THE RIGHT LEADERSHIP.
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